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High precision and maximum
productivity in wire edm

ONA AF

Some of the features of these models:
• A solid mechanical structure that ensures precision. The structure of themachine is made of stabilized gray iron blended with graphite.Structural design is symmetrical so that thermal deformation will be minimal. Inthe standard version, the machines include an extreme protection system withultra-sensitive load sensors for protecting against collisions.
• The built in automatic threading system can handle a large variety of diametersand wire types, coated or uncoated, with wire diameters ranging fromØ 0.15 mm to 0.36 mm (Standard).
• Direct control positioning of the X, Y, U, V axes by high precision glassscales.
• The ONA AF machine, thanks to its Expert Erosion System offers the maximumproductivity, allowing for long machining times without any operator intervention.
• Automatic generation of machining programs: automatic strategy function.
• Made in Europe. Machines manufactured in the ONA central production unit,certified by ISO9001 and ISO14001 standards and complying with ECelectromagnetic safety and compatibility standards.



100% electrolysis free cutting
The Easycut power supply avoidscompletely the electrolytic corrosioneven for long machining times,preventing the oxidation, pittingcorrosion and deterioration of theworkpiece surface, without compro-mising the cutting speed.
This is an especially attractive featurewhen working with the followingmaterials:• Steel and ferrous materials: therecast layer is very thin in the rough cut,disappearing completely after two skimcuts.• Titanium and aluminium alloys:reduces anodisation and does notoxidize the surface of the workpiece,avoiding its discoloration.• Tungsten carbide and PCD:minimises the depletion of theworkpiece binder, preserving theintegrity of the material surface.

Easycut power supply for ultraquick cutting withoutelectrolysis (500 mm2/min)
The ONA AF machine rangeincorporates the ONA high powerEasycut generator capable of reachingthe highest cutting speed possible inwire EDM (500 mm2/minute) whilekeeping the accuracy.
The high cutting speed provided bythe Easycut generator can also be usedin skim cuts, making it possible to cuthigh precision parts saving a lot of time.

CNC ONA-W64: Quick, simple andautomated operation
Up to 6 axes controlled, 5 of them (B,X, Y, U, V) simultaneously. (Rotary B-axis optional).
The ONA AF model incorporates a newuser- friendly CNC that uses awindows style display type, whichcontributes to important operatingadvances and a higher level ofautomation.
The ONA-W64 CNC includes anextensive set of automaticmeasurement cycles that simplify thetasks for completion of the workpiecein the machine.
One of its key features is the automatic align-ment of the machine-axes to the workpiece-axes with automatic rotation of theprogram based on the position of thepart on the table.

CNC enabled with the maximumlevel of remote supervision andremote control
• Network connection.• Delivery of automatic messages.• Monitoring and remote control ofthe machines.• Open control and supervisionprotocol.
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Improved cutting speed of the ONA Easycut generator comparedto conventional systems. Type of wire: brass Ø 0.25 mm
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Material: steel (X210 CrW12)Wire: Ø 0,25 mmNo of cuts: 1 cut and 2 skim cutSurface finish: 16 VDI - Ra 0.63 µm

The recast layer dissapearscompletely after two skim cuts.



2000
±30º/87 mm(±27º/100 mm)0.15-0.36DIN 125 - DIN 160 - DIN 200 (15 kg maximum)Closed, high-precision diamond guidesStandardStandard

15” TFT colour
0.001 mm/0.001º
± 9999.999 mm128 MB RAMup to 6 GbMembrane, dust resistantStandard

360  - ø 0,30 mm Xcc wire
500  - ø 0,36 mm Xcc wire

2 cartridges

MachineMachining range (X/Y axis travel)Z axis travel ...............................Auxiliary travels U-V ..................Max. workpiece dimensions ......Max. workpiece weight ............Max. axes speed .......................Maximum taper angle ..............
Wire diameter ..........................Wire spool ................................Wire guide ...............................Automatic wire threader unit ....Wire chopper............................
CNCDisplay ......................................Minimum increment programmableand controllable .......................Max. programmable dimensionMemory capacity ......................(optionally expandable) .............Keyboard ..................................Hands controller .......................
Easycut Power SupplyMaximum cutting speed ...........(with optional power modulefor thick wires) ..........................
Filtering unitPaper cartridge filtering systemTank capacity ............................
General characteristicsTotal weight ..............................Max. height ..............................Total surface required ................

mmmmmmmmkgmm/minº
mm

mm2/min
mm2/min

litres
kgmmmm

Options- CAD CAM software "ESPRIT", Microsoft Windows based and customizedfor ONA by DP Technology.- Extra power module for thick wires (ø 0,33mm and ø 0,36mm).- Wire guides: 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.36 mm diameter.- Dielectric temperature control unit.- Rotary B-axis.- ONApure® automatic water deionization module.

Specifications

With our commitment to up-to-date technology and design, ONA Electro-erosión reserves its right to introduce modifications in the specifications printed in this brochure without prior notice.

• Up to 6 axes controlled, 5 of them (B, X, Y, U, V) simultaneously.(Rotary B-axis optional).• Linear and circular interpolation (XY-UV).• Types of taper cutting: sharp corner taper cutting, constant cornertaper cutting (ISOCONO), constant radius taper cutting(ISORADIUS).• Edge rounding and chanfer functions.• Automatic rounding of negative radii.• Programming language: ISO standard assisted.• Simultaneous programming during machining.• Axes speed. Cutting: 0.1 to 600 mm/min.  Dry run: 2000 mm/min.  Manual: 0.1 to 2000 mm/min.• Integral control of the process through the power supply.• Output signals activate/deactivate (optional).• Alarms and diagnostics displayed on the display.• Execution: Manual/Automatic/Single block/Dry run/Machinelocked.• Short circuit back up• Auto power cut by: end of program, alarm, programmed stop• Auto switch on after power failure• Optional stop. Program can be interrupted.• Start point return and go to the previous position• Enhanced corner surface cutting. The CNC, working through acutting control system, automatically ensures against inaccuracieswhen the radius and sharpest corners of the workpiece are beingcut.• Absolute/incremental modes.• Inches/metric full conversion.• Geometric changes:Figure displacement (each 0.001 mm). Figurerotation (each 0.001°). Mirror image independent on axes X andY. Axis exchange. Scale magnification (from 0.001 up to 99.999).• Dwell: programmed as a time function or as input state function.• Allowed working zone definition.• Jumps: conditional and non-conditional with function repetition.• Centering in inner cavities (slots, holes, etc.).• Edge searching with tolerance.• Programmed path graphic display, with current working position.• Cutting length and current cutting speed in mm/min display.• Vertical position search and vertical position return.• Consumable life monitoring (i.e. :wire, guides, etc.).• User’s technological tables and strategies.• Automatic strategy: generation of programs automatically via abrief questionnaire.• External interface: Ethernet card, RJ45 connector and USB.• Off-site transmission of automatic messages by the CNC to a PCor mobile telephone.• Technology tables, programs, offset points, compensations andhistory are saved in different types of files, which can be browsedthrough Windows Explorer.

Control unit functions
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Friendly technology

AF25
400 x 300250120 X 120700 x 650 x 250700

700
300022302320 x 2550

AF35
600 x 400400120 X 120900 x 750 x 4001500

1000
400025602850 x 2950


